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AESTPACT
Instructional objectives are rarely supported by the

delineation of alternate modalities for achieving those objectives.
Both are necessary for the development of an individualized
educational program. Learning research suggests nine general crite

for the selection of appropriate modalities: (1) the amount of
immediate positive reinforcement provided, (2) the amount of active
student participation, (3) the degree of congruence between the
exercise and the expected behavior, (4) the lack of reinforcement
undesired behavior, (5) the degree to which the response-judging
capabilities analyze a full range of responses and errors, (6) the

degree to which the medium insures that students will respond overtly
before checking the correct answer, (7) degree to which medium
accommodates variety in individual backgrounds, (8) the degree of
accommodation of individual rates of learning, and (9) the degree of
individual access to the meium. An administrative structure for
assisting instructors in the choice and use of n'arious modalities is
another important feature in implementing individualized programs.
Instructional systems support should fu ction in accordance with an
overall plan and phil sophy. (KB)
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Inctruction Systems Delivery within the formal education setting, from kindergart?n

through undergraduate, gradute, professional and continuing education must address two

major problem areas. The first area involves the choice of appropriate instructional

delivery systems or modalities for each educational situation. Criteria for choice need

to be developed and various mmdalities need to be mapped against these criteri: so that

strengths and weaknesses of each modality can be readily seen. The second problem area

involves instructional delivery support systems. Such systems must be established not

only to facilitiate the execution and/or imlementation of the modality chosen, but also

to provide an appropriate menu of modalities from which to choose.

.For the future, any new ins-Cructional modality, computer b ed or other, should be

uated in light of a set of criteria based on research in learning (the seeds of wnich are

:ussed herein). Initially, we cannot expect to ascertain a set of totally valid

criteria, muca less a set of "ideal" criteria. Much research in the oomparative effec

tiveness of dOivery systems has yet to be done.

idia delineation and
application of some simole principles of implementation 1- fs

hoped that instructional systeos support and delivery will function in accoOdar.ce with

an overall plan and philosophy rather than as the sum tOtal of the plans of several

modality advocates or production centers. The net effect should be (a) increased effi

olencyranci effectiveness in utilization of various modalities and (1)1 resultant improve-

nents in the quality of the instruction rendered via use of the modalities.

This paper attempts to (a) delineatl criteria for choice of instructional nodaliti

and fb) propose principles for an administrative structure which would foster this choice and

provide an environment for subsequent implementation of the choice in the academic setting.

Supporting papers discuss techoology-oriented instructional
systems delivery at each level

of the formal educational
processf from primary to secondary, to undergraduate, to graduate,

to professional and to continuing education.
Each encoapasses one or more of the tenets

discussed in this paper.
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INTRODUCTION

fl5trL'CUQfl Systems Deli eey within

the formoI education setting, frcm kinder-

oerten terough undergraduate:, graduate,
professional, and continuing education must

address two major problem areas. The first

area invelvies the choice of appropriate

instructional delivery systenm or modalities

for each educational situation. Criteria

for choice need to be dewloped and various

modalities need to be mapped against these

trittria so that strengths and weaknesses

of each modality can be reaciiiy seen. The

second problem area involves instructional

delivery sueport systems. Such systems must

be established not only to facilitate the

execution and/or implementation of the

modality ehosen, but also to provide an

appropriate menu of modalities from which to

choose.

The need t concurr tiy address both

problem aveas in considering any iestruc-

tional system is evident, ;:e cannot, for

example, stop all development and experi-

mentation $mith various delivery systems and

modalities (e.g. networking and computer

assisted instructivn CAI ) while we esta-

blish criteria against which to m2asure the

"goodness" or "badness" of the system and tile

modality in a given educational setting. Nor

can we ignore the establishment of criteria

for evaluation of modalities and delivery

ystems while we busily develop and proniulgate

various modalities.

How many tines have you observed an

instructional setting where a particular

technology (i.e. televisioo. lconguage

laboratories, or computers) because of its

availability is epplied t5 every problem

which arises? This symdrome of a solution

looking for a problem occurs all too often

where onemidality or instructional system

is overlaid on an entire instructional process

without discriminate analysis of alternative

oodalities. All too often the "medium has

Controlled the messageh'* and has kept us from

an objective assesonent of the effectiveness

Of the medium (modality) in meeting our

instructional needs.

CHOICE OF THE APPROPEA E
INSTRUCTIONAL OCALITY

flow,rmony times have you participated as

tudent in a formal educational situation

where the instructor linked each instruc-

tional objective to alternative modalities

or learning resources? How many times have

,you particpated In a formal educational

paraphraSe of _ concept first attributable

tO Walt Kelly in "Pogo" and latter to Marshall

Hauhan In his boot, rheilediumols the

tieeyetie. 3

situation where each instructional objective

(generally stated in terms of expected learner

behavior) was further supported by delinea-

tion of alternate modalities fel- each compo-

nent part of the teaching-learning process.*

Certain modalities will facilitate one
component (i.e. text or lecture for initial

presenation of materials) and be inappropriat

fur others (i.e. lecture for drill and

practice). The component parts are:

1. initial presentation of materials
related to attainment of the objec-
tive (text, lecture, etc.);

2. drcll and practice relating to
uoterials presented (written
exercises, programmed instruction
exercises, computerized simulations,
etc.

evaluation or assessment of kno ledge
cf the materials presented (wri ten
examinations, computerized examina-
tions, oral examinations, etc.); and

reteaching where necessary (indivi-
dualized tutorials, computerized
dialogues, etc.).

Most 'us us will honestly answer never ta both

questions. As learners, we are lucky to

receive detailed instructional objectives;

much less a detailed analysis and presentation
of learning modality options for helping us to

achieve these objectives. To receive a
further delineation of learning modality op-
tions by component part of the teaching-

learning process would be almost beyond our

comprehension,

Tete thts example one step further, and

aqine the addition of thne independence in

learning system--not only would objectives

be delino&ted with careful consideration given

to selection of instructional modalities which

best facilitate the instruction, but also

attention would be given to each individual
learners oate of movement through the objec-

tives in the learning process so as to ollow

foT differences in rate;compreheosion,and
retention of what is learned. Such a time

independent system becomes possible where

1. objectives are delineated, and

2. the availability of altermattve
modalities (especially technology
oriented ones) free the educeiona1
setting from the structure imoosed by

more traditional modalities (i.e.

group lectures).

As described here, this process assume

one is working from an instructional
Objective written in terms of ex2ected
meeeerable behavior change.



AIthough somewh t Eutopian in nature, the
above scenariosets a target which,givcn
Current 'warning teehnologies,is not beyond

reach. Educational systems which begin to
approach the target are described in the
Supporting papers for thIs session and thus,
wi/l not be iterated here. These papers
address all levels of education from primary
and Secondary education to profssional and

continuing education.

summary, the cho' e of an instruc-
odality must:

1. be linked to a given instructional
objective (on'y when linked to an
instruetional objective can a given
modality be evaluated for effective-
ness);

be linked to the appropriate
component of the teaching-learning
process; and

be made in light af broader cur-. -

cular considerations (i.e. variation
of modalities or optimal combination
of modalities across objectiveness
within a curricular area).

Given the above three axioms related to
the choiee of appropriate modalities, what
35iFYTE-Eriteria will give us the guidelines
necessary to ma*e appropriate choices? Three

levels of criteria become apparent:

1. What criteria help uS assess- the
relative merit of a modality In and

or itself?

2. Nhat criteria help us judge the
relative merit of a modality when
linked with a particular behavioral
Objective and component part of the
learning system?

What criteria help us judge the
relatIve merit of a medium when
linked'with a particular behavioral
objective and a given individual

learner?

It Is my feeling that each of the three

triteria levels builds upon criteria of the

previous level. For this reason and given the
magnitude of the task encompaSSed in attemk
ting to delineate criteria at an three levels*

Only the first level will be addressed peci-

fically here.

Delineation on Criteria

Given the advent of numerous technoltOical
advances such as language laboratories, tape

recorders and players film projectors, audio

and video tape players, programmed instfuction,

and most recently, computers, the domaim of

4

instructio al media from which teachers can

choose has expanded greatly. Never before

has the educator had such a rich variety of
instructional medium at his disposal. Yet,

_e advances have had less than major impact

On learning in the academic setting. In his

supporting paper, Dr. Allen notes that part

of the reason for this situation is the

failure of educators in applying research
on learning to the operational educationai

setting. I would further speculate that the
application has not occurred in the class-

room because teachers have not been appro-
prately educated as to the Choices nor
criteria for making such choices. Dr. Allen's

initial criteria are paraphrased here ane
other criteria are added to form a set c.

Initial criteria. Each is drawn from

research on learning. A high rating on all

criteria would provide the most desirable

modality. The criteria are:

1. amount of immediate po;itive rein-
forcement provided;

2. amount of active student participation
the learning process;

degree of Similarity of the exercise
(permitted by a delivery system)
with the actual behavior expected;

degree to which the instructional
medium avoids reinforcement of
Undesired behaviors (i.e. by rejec-
ting utequivocally unanticipated
answers do certain modalities teach
students that creativity is undesir-
able);

degree to whiich the responsejudging
capabilities analyze a full range of
responses and determine what kind of
errors have been made (assuming that
the modality judges the response of
the student);

degree to which the modaility ass ts

in inSerimg that the student will
respond overtly or otherwise commit
.a response before checking the
correCt answer(assuming the modality
does not judge the response, but
requtres the students to judge hls own
respcese iA order to get feedback);

degree to which the modality allows
for individual rates, comprehension,
and retention of what is learned;

degree to which the modality allows
for accomodation of diffe rences im

individual backgrounds (i.e. prio
experfence, prior training); and

9* degree to which the modality allows
for access by the learner when and
where needed (i.e. taking instruction
to the individual).



Dr. Allen notes "apart from the many
attributes for the delivery system (modali
which will determine its appropriateness fo

each instructional situation. . . there are

also the practical constraints which, however
mundane, must be considered. Cost, availa-
bility. reliability and the like are obvious

and will hopefully be considered without
encouragement here." In addition, the
dynamic nature of any learning environment,
and of the modality itself, must be considered

as new technologies become available, and as
other requirements in the educational
delivery systems change.

t is not inteoded that the above serve
as an ultimate set of criteria for choosing

modalities; it is my hope that they serve as
a framework ond starting point for further

work. Take a moment and use the above
criteria to rate language laboratories

. CAI . . lectures. .

) *

Sunnier/

for the future, any new instructional
modality, computer based or other, should be
evaluated in light of a set of criteria
based on research in learning (the seeds of

which are offered above). Initially, we

cannot expect to ascertain a set of totally

valid criteria, much less a set of "ideal"

criteria. Much research in the comparative
effectiveness of delivery systems has yet to

be done. As Dr. Allen notes:

'With the many delivery systems (modali-
tities)*now available, ranging from
such staples as printed materials
and classroom presentations through
the tyranoy of language laboratories
and tape recorders to the awesome
potential of computer-based instruc-
tion, the selection and proper utili-
zation of delivery systems is a
formidable task. Much more than is
presented in this paper must be

considered. . . it is demonstrably
true that delivery systoms (modalities)

can be more effectively designed and
more objectively selected than ever

before. Why aren't we doing it?"

IMPLEMENTATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL
MODALITIES

The second major problem area which muS
be addressed in instructional systems delivery

is the actual implementation of the concepts

espoused above. By implementation I mean:

10 operationalizatioa in the academic
setting of a mechenism to encourage

EdtorIal insert.

and suppo _ intelligent choice, and

2. provision 0
so that the
of options
operate.

the various modalities
rather has a full range
m which to choose and

Implementat:on of the simple support system for
the chalkboard involves availability of chalk,
delineation of colors needed, availability of
erasers, cleanliness of boards and erasers, etc.
Support wotemsfor technologies such as computer
assisted instruction involve more complex and

elaborate considerations (communications sys-
tems, computers,, terminals, software, user's
guides, teacher training, troubleshooting,

etc.). The complexity of implementing and
cidoratinghigh technology-oriented insructiomal
delivery systems is addressed by organ (197

Merola (1976), Harless (1976) and by Pengov 1 7 a

&1975). Rather than delve deeply into the
many facets of delivery support systems (i.e.

teacher training, resource management, user
access facilitation, system evaluation), this
paper will focus on guidelines for an admini-

strative structure for assisting instructors
(a) in making the choice of modality and (b)
in accessing the learning modality once chosen.

Principles which should be considered in
the development oc an administrative structure

are:*

The area of instructional systems
support and delivery requires high
level administrative support and,
inmost cases, is best placed cen-
trally so as to allow for coordina-
tion with existing colleges, depart-
ments, and/or other instructional

units. The desire is for central
coordination without central control.

2. Instructional systems supprt and
delivery should encompass:

Instructienal Prcduction
- Instructional Distribution

- Instructional Research,
Development, and Evaluation

- User Education and Orientati n
in Selection and Use of
Modalities

The area of instruction systems
support and delivery should devote
primary emphasis to viewing learning
modalities from a user perspective
rather than from a modality-production
perspective.

The area of instructional systems
support and delivery should provide a
single "point of contact" for users

These principles are drawn primari y from
OUnderson (1974) and Pengov (1974..b).



in need_of assistance with learning
modalities and/or resources. Such
assistance should cross modalities.

5. The area of instructional systems
support and delivery should serve as
a clearing house unit to coordinete
and disseminate information regarding
learning modality development, usage
and evaluation.

The area of instructional systems
support and delivery should foster a
team relationship between instruc-
tional designers, developers, and
subject matter experts with adequate
fundidg arrangements to accomplish
viable and self-sustaining instruc-
tional development. Continual atten-
tion must be given to development
of nea incentives for professionals
in both the learning resource area
and the content area. The issue of
incentives is particularly important
for faculty members in the higher
education setting where the reward
systen usually lies outside of
instructional development.

Via application of the above principles
it is hoped that instructional systems support
and delivery will function in accordance with
an overall plan and philosophy rather than
Bs the sum total of the plans of several
modality advocates or production centers.
The net effect should be (a) increased
efficiency and effectiveness in utilization
of various modalities and (b) resultant
improvements in the quality of the instruction
rendered via use of the modalities.

SUMMARY

This paper has attempted to (a) delineate
criteria, for choice of instructional modalities
and (b) propose princple3 for an administra-
tive structure which would foster this choice and
provide an environment for subsequent imple-
mentation of the choice in the academic

setting. Supporting papers discuss technology-
oriented instructional systemsdelivery at each
level of the formal educational process, from
.primary to secnndary, to undergraduate, to
graduate, to professional and to continuing
educationeEach encompasses one or mere of the
tenetsdiscussed in this paper.

In the werds of another, however, have

y just begun:
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